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Abstract 

 

Intersomatic fusion is a very popular treatment for spinal diseases associated with intervertebral disc (IVD) degeneration. 

The effects of three different hybrid stabilization systems (HSS) on both Range of Motion (ROM) and intradiscal pressure 

(IDP) were investigated, as there is no consensus in the literature about the efficiency of these systems. Finite Element 

(FE) simulations were designed to predict the variations of ROM and IDP from intact to implanted situations. After HSS 

implantation, L4-L5 level did not lose its motion completely, while L5-S1 had no mobility as a consequence of disc 

removal and fusion process. BalanC HSS represented higher mobility at index level, reduced intradiscal pressure of 

adjacent level, but caused to increment in ROM by 20% under axial rotation. Higher tendency by 93% to the failure was 

also detected under axial rotation. Dynesys HSS represented more restricted motion than BalanC, and negligible effects 

to the adjacent level. B-DYN HSS was the most rigid one among all three systems. It reduced IDP and ROM at adjacent 

level except from motion under axial rotation being increased by 13%. Fracture risk of B-DYN and DTO components 

was low when compared with BalanC. Mobility of the adjacent level around axial direction should be taken into account 

in case of implantation with BalanC and B-DYN systems, as well as on the development of new designs. Having these 

findings in mind, it is clear that hybrid systems need to be further tested, both clinically and numerically, before being 

considered for common use.  
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1. Introduction 

Low back pain is the second most common musculoskeletal disease1 and generally can be attributed to the 

degeneration of the lumbar intervertebral disc (IVD). Early to mild cases of disc degenerative disease (DDD) can be 

treated by non-surgical methods such as bed rest and physiotherapy exercises while severe ones require surgical 

operations.2 Spinal fusion provided by rigid stabilization has been considered as the gold standard for the operation of 

DDD3,4, however it was observed that it could lead to the adjacent segment disease.5,6 General causes of the adjacent 

segment diseases (ASD) are attributed to the increased motion and changing the instantaneous centre of rotation.7 The 

clinical reports regarding that the ASD can be occurred in the range of 12.2% to 35% after fusion operation.8,9 

Hybrid stabilization systems (HSS) can be effective in multilevel DDD that these systems have been developed to 

protect the adjacent segment from excessive mobility after spinal fusion.10,11 HSS includes fusion with rigid 

instrumentation at severe DDD level and non-fusion with dynamic stabilization at the level presenting mild DDD. The 

level suffering from severe DDD is fused and implanted with rigid rods. The symptoms of the adjacent level are not 

https://orcid.org/0000-0003-1478-1875
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-4377-8635
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-4371-1836
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severe enough to warrant the arthrodesis, therefore dynamic implantation is preferred and preserves this level from 

hypermobility.12 Nevertheless, clinical applications and numerical analysis of hybrid systems are very limited and requires 

further studies. 

Detailed investigation on biomechanics of the lumbar spine requires the use of advanced computer techniques for 

both geometric reconstruction and stress analysis.13 3D reconstruction is obtained by converting medical examinations, 

such as Computerized Tomography (CT) images to three dimensional (3D) models. This method avoids the elimination 

of crucial features for the modelling of anatomical parts.14 Over the last few decades, the Finite Element (FE) method 

became a preferable option for predictions of spinal stability in case of intact or implantation, as this technique can provide 

an insight to the tissues that in vivo and in vitro experiments are not able to reach.15-20 FE models are also an effective 

and low-cost method to assess the stabilization systems for pre- and post-operative surgical treatments, as they are able 

to provide multiparametric analyses for different clinical scenarios.10,21,22  

A simplified model of the most recent HSS, the commercially available Dynesys Transition Optima (DTO, from 

Zimmer Biomet, USA), was used in this study and compared with another two commercially available HSSs named as 

CD Horizon® BalanC™ (Medtronic, USA) and B-DYN® (S14 Biospine Implants SAS, France) HSSs. HSSs were 

designed to establish a mobile load transfer and to control motion of the segment in all loading directions, being suggested 

as an alternative method to multilevel lumbar arthrodesis due to the properties like its efficacy and reliability. Initial 

lumbar lordosis and Range of Motion (ROM) were preserved, and favourable clinical outcomes were obtained after hybrid 

surgery, and also DDD at the adjacent segment of the HSS may be delayed. It is possible to find many studies in the 

literature regarding traditional fusion treatments with rigid fixations and dynamic stabilizations at one level, but deeper 

or longer-term knowledge about HSS is limited. In other words, clinical and numerical significance of HSS is still unclear 

due to the lack of conclusive data.  

The primary objective of this study is to assess the variations of ROM, intradiscal pressure (IDP) at index and adjacent 

levels and stress distributions of three simplified models inspired by DTO, CD Horizon® BalanC™ and the B-DYN® 
HSSs. 

 

2. Materials and Methods  

2.1. FE Model Creation  

The lumbar spine is composed of five lumbar vertebrae (L1-L5) that are connected by facet joints, and each pair 

of vertebrae are separated by an IVD. In addition, seven different ligaments spread over the lumbar spine. IVD, facet 

joints, and ligaments are the most important load transformation segments of the lumbar spine and mechanical properties 

of these parts play an important role on the spinal stability. Ligaments and discs have soft and flexible structures, when 

compared to the vertebral bodies.23-24 

The Quantitative Computed Tomography (QCT) images of a 39 years old female subject with two level disc 

degeneration at L4-S1 (Pfirmann grade III on L4-L5 and Pfirmann grade IV on L5-S1) were obtained from a Hitachi 

Presto CT machine (National Center for Spinal Disorders of Budapest, Hungary). CT images were reconstructed 1.25 

mm slice thickness for a voxel size of 0.6 x 0.6 x 0.6 mm. Vertebral body and posterior elements were directly segmented 

from the CT images.25-26 3D Slicer, free open-source software, was used in processing of CT images.  

 

 

Figure 1. Flow chart of the reconstruction of lumbar spine 
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After exporting the model in STL (Stereolithography) format, CAD program named as Fusion 360 was used for 

further processing. In Fusion 360, smoother surface was obtained and finally 0.5 mm cortical thickness25-26 was created 

over cancellous bone. A simplified model of S1 was created as a cubic solid.7 Reconstruction steps of the lumbar spine 

are given in Figure 1.   

The IVDs are divided into four parts: nucleus pulposus (NP), annulus fibrosus (AF), inferior endplate (IP) and 

superior endplate (SP).15 The NP was 30-50% of the total IVD volume27 and thickness of the cartilage endplates was 0.6 

mm28. The main components of the vertebral coloumn are shown in Figure 2(a). Lumbar spine has seven different 

ligaments in real anatomy as following: anterior longitudinal ligament (ALL), posterior longitudinal ligament (PLL), 

ligamentum flavum (FL), intertransverse ligament (ITL), interspinous ligament (ISL), supraspinous ligament (SSL), 

capsular ligament (CL). Spinal ligaments have a restriction effect on spinal motion. Each ligament with linear elastic and 

tension only behavior was modelled in ABAQUS(R) 6.14 (Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp., USA). Although ligaments 
represent nonlinear elastic behaviour in reality, they were created in a simplier way. Material properties and cross-

sectional areas were adopted from literature as given in Table 1.  

Three different HSS were created from the commercially available models used in clinical treatments. All of 

them has rigid part and dynamic part. First system has similar mechanical design with Dynesys Transition Optima® 
(DTO) HSS whose dynamic part is composed of Polycarbonate Urethane (PCU) spacer, Polyethylene Terephthalate 

(PET) cord and rigid part is composed of titanium rods as seen in Figure 2(b). Second one represents the similar 

mechanical properties with CD Horizon® BalanC™ HSS that is made of C shaped silicone spacer and 

Polyetheretherketone (PEEK) in its dynamic portion, while the fusion portion is entirely made of PEEK (Figure 2(c)). 

The third one is similar with B-DYN system having viscoelastic damping technology in dynamic part (Figure 2(d)). Rods 

are made of Titanium for both rigid and dynamic portions. Titanium screws had a mean diameter of 5.5 mm and rigid rod 

had diameter of 6 mm. Screw lengths were 45 mm. The thread on the pedicle screws was underestimated29-32 to reduce 

the computational weight of the models. The ‘tie’ constraint was created between the pedicle screws and the vertebraes 

to be permanently bonded together by full constraint. AutoCAD Fusion 360 (Autodesk, USA) program was used for 

modeling of the implant components whose dimensions were taken from the product catalogues. Fusion mass properties 

were assigned the same as posterior elements.33 Linear isotropic material properties were assigned to all the segments 

(references are provided in each entry of the Table 1). For mesh sensivity, three different mesh densities as coarse (17557 

nodes, 50036 elements), medium (57238 nodes, 131756 elements) and fine (101886 nodes, 183031 elements) were 

analysed. The model comprising coarse elements was disregarded since it caused to excessive element distortion. Under 

flexion, extension and lateral bending, mesh density affected ROM values by max. 5%. Therefore, medium mesh was 

preferred for analyses. Total number of elements over the implanted spine was approximately 161,000 comprising 

tetrahedral and hexahedral element types. S1 segment was fixed.34-36 Pure moments were applied from superior surface 

of L1 vertebrae as 7.5 and 10 Nm to be able to validate the model by comparing with in vitro tests. For the implanted 

model, L4-L5 level was implanted dynamically and L5-S1 level was subjected to fusion and fixed with the rigid 

stabilization. Facet joint interactions were defined as surface to surface frictionless, hard contact. General static analysis 

option was selected for a time period of 1 second. ROM valaues under different moments, flexion (FL), extension (EXT), 

lateral bending (LB) and axial rotation (AR), were calculated and IVD pressures and stress distribution over the implants 

were investigated. For validation the computed ROM and IDP values were compared with in vitro and other finite element 

method FEM studies.  
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Figure 2.  a) 3D model of vertebral body, b) DTO, c) BalanC and d) B-DYN 

 

Table 1. Material properties of lumbar spine and HSSs 

Material Modulus of Elasticiy (MPa) Poisson ratio, v Reference 

Cortical bone 12000 0.3       Shin et al.37 

Cancellous bone 100 0.2     
Posterior elements 3500 0.25     Rohlman et al.38 

Annulus disc 8.4 0.45      

Shin et al. 200737 

Nucleus disc 1 0.49      
IP and SP 24 0.4       
Facet Cartilage Hyperelastic Neo-Hookean 

C10=2, D1=0 
Noailly et al.39 

ALL 

PLL 

FL 

ITL 

ISL 

SSL 

CL 

20 
20 
19.5 
58.7 
11.6 
15 
32.9 

 
 
 
    

 
 
Zhong et al.40 

PCU Spacer 68.4 0.4  
 PET cord 1500 0.4 
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Ti alloy rod 110000 0.3 Liu et al.29 

Ti alloy pedicle screw 110000 0.3 

Silicone 50 0.49 https://www.azom.com41 

PEEK 3500 0.3 Biswas et al.42 

3. Results 

3.1. ROM Analysis of Intact Spine  

 

ROM values at each lumbar level (L1-L5) for intact model in FL, EXT, LB and AR were evaluated and given in 

the Table 2. Firstly, these values of the intact spine were compared with in vitro studies conducted by Yamamoto et al.43 

and Schmoelz et al.44 who used pure bending moments of 10 Nm without any compressive load similar with current study. 

Yamamoto et al.43 tested L1-L5 segments of the spine while Schmoelz et al.44 used only L2-L4 segments. Our model 

results are more consistent with the latter one by considering L2-L3 and L3-L4 levels. Schmoelz’s study44 revealed a 

range of the rotational degrees in which our results managed to remain. However, Yamamoto’s values43 are a little higher 

than current findings for L1-L2 and L4-L5 levels. In the second step of the validation process, 7.5 Nm pure moment was 

applied to be able to make comparison with the study carried out by Dreischarf et al.20. They gathered data from well-

established eight FE models in literature and global movement of L1-L5 body was handled. In Figure 3, red bar represents 

the mean value of in vitro studies, while the green bar denotes the mean value of FE studies consisting of models numbered 

from 1 to 8. Current model performs 33° where median value of the FE models is approximately 34° with a range of 24°- 

41° and in vitro tests perform 31° in the range of 23.5°- 37° in flexion-extension. Our model performs a movement of 33° 
where median value of the FE models perform about 35° in the range of 25°- 41° and in vitro tests shows 34° in the range 
of 23°- 44.5° in both of right and left lateral bending. Our model represents a rotation of 12° where median value of the 
FE models perform about 17° in the range of 11° - 22° and in vitro tests shows 12° in the range of 10°- 19.5° in both of 
right and left axial rotation. 

 

 

Table 2. ROM values of intact spine 

 

 

 

10 Nm pure moment  L1-L2 L2-L3 L3-L4 L4-L5 

 
FL 

This study 3.9 4.1  4.7  5.2 

Yamamoto et al.43 5.8±0.6 6.5±0.3 7.5±0.8 8.9±0.7 

Schmoelz et al.44 - 4.3±1.0 5.0±1.0 - 

 

 

EXT 

This study  3.4 3.0 3.7  4.7 

Yamamoto et al.43 4.3±0.5 4.3±0.3 3.7±0.3 5.8±0.4 

Schmoelz et al.44 - 4.6 ± 2.2 4.0±1.3 - 

 

LB 
This study  4.1 4.1  4.5  4.0 

Yamamoto et al.43 
5.2±0.4 (R) 
4.7±0.4 (L) 

7.0±0.6 (R) 
7.0±0.6 (L) 

5.8±0.5 (R) 
5.7±0.3 (L) 

5.9±0.5 (R) 
5.5±0.5 (L) 

Schmoelz et al.44 - 5.4 ± 2.2 4.7 ± 2.0 - 

AR This study  1.5  1.6  1.4  1.6 

Yamamoto et al.43 
2.0±0.6 (R) 
2.6±0.5 (L) 

3.0±0.4 (R) 
2.2±0.4 (L) 

2.5±0.4 (R) 
2.7±0.4 (L) 

2.7±0.5 (R) 
1.7±0.3 (L) 

Schmoelz et al.44 - 1.0 ± 1.0 1.0±0.6 - 
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Figure 3. Comparison of ROM values under 7.5 Nm pure moment (Adapted from Dreischarf et al.20) 

 

3.2. ROM Analysis of Implanted Spine 

There are limited FEA and in vitro studies subjected to hybrid stabilization examining the variation of ROM 
values especially at the level of L4-S1. Niosi et al.45 and Cheng et al.46 carried out in vitro studies examining ROMs of 
implanted spine with Dynesys by applying 7.5 Nm and 6 Nm bending moments, respectively. In those studies, as expected, 
ROMs at implanted level under FL, EXT, LB and AR decreased in comparison to intact spine (Table 3). Niosi et al45 
found that the mobility under FL, EXT and LB could be saved as 27%, 33%, 26%, respectively. AR capability was 

remained higher than others as 76%. Cheng et al.46 showed that 26% of the mobility of both FL and EXT were saved 
while 41% of lateral and 85% of axial motion were preserved. Herren et al.47 tested L2-L5 human cadaveric spine by 

applying 7.5 Nm pure moment and implanted BalanC to L3-L5 segments. The preservation of the motion was found as 

36% in FL-EXT, 38% in LB and 82% in AR at the implanted level dynamically (L3-L4). In the current study, motion of 

L4-L5 level was not completely lost in all HSSs, and L5-S1 did not perform any (micro-) movement after the fusion 

procedure. For DTO, 13% of FL, 10% of EXT and 25% of LB motion were computed on L4-L5 level, but 81% of AR 

was held and found as less restricted in comparison with other rotational directions. For BalanC, it was found that 15% 

of FL, 13% of EXT, 33% of LB and 81% of AR were saved at L4-L5 level. For B-DYN system, 12% of the FL, 8% EXT 

and 24% of the LB and 52% of the AR were maintained at L4-L5 level. There was no motion at the L5-S1 level, as it was 

rigidly fixed, therefore the results were excluded from Table 3 for the sake of simplicity.  

 

 

Table 3. ROM values of implanted spine 

 L2-L3 LEVEL L3-L4 LEVEL L4-L5 LEVEL 

Int. Ins. % Int. Ins. % Int. Ins. % 

FL 

B-DYN        
5.2 

0.6 12 

BalanC       0.8 15 

DTO (this study)       0.65 13 

Dynesys (Niosi et al.)    3.7 ± 1.5 1 ± 0.6 27    

EXT 

B-DYN        
4.7 

0.36 8 

BalanC       0.62 13 

DTO (this study)       0.48 10 

Dynesys (Niosi et al.)    3.3 ± 1.5 1.1 ± 0.7 33    
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FL/EXT 

Dynesys (Cheng et al.) 4.6 ± 2.9 1.2 ± 0.5 26       

BalanC (Herren et al.)      36    

LB 

B-DYN        

4.0 

0.95 24 

BalanC       1.3 33 

DTO (this study)       1.0 25 

Dynesys (Niosi et al.)    7.6 ± 2.8 2 ± 1 26    

Dynesys (Cheng et al.) 5.7 ± 3.6 2.34 ±0.79 41       

BalanC (Herren et al.)      38    

AR 

B-DYN        
2.1 

1.1 52 

BalanC       1.7 81 

DTO (this study)        1.7 81 

Dynesys (Niosi et al.)    4.2 ± 1.8 3.2 ± 2 76    

Dynesys (Cheng et al.) 3.5 ± 1.7 3.0 ± 1.3 85       

BalanC (Herren et al.)      82    

ROM: range of motion; FL: flexion; DTO: Dynesys Transition Optima; EXT: extension; LB: lateral bending; AR: axial rotation 
This study, pure moment of ± 10 Nm 

Niosi et al.45 n = 10, L3-L4 level, pure moment of ± 7.5 Nm 
Cheng et al.46 n = 6, L3-L4 level, pure moment of ± 6 Nm 

Herren et al.47 (2017) n=1 L2-L5 level, pure moment of ± 7.5 Nm 
% = (ROMimplanted/ROMintact) x 100, (n=number of cadaveric samples) 

 

Figure 4 represents the variations of motion at adjacent level (L3-L4) after implantation. The incremenets in 
ROM were evaluated as 3% for EXT of B-DYN, and 2% for LB of DTO that both might be considered insignificantly. 
Under AR, ROM of BalanC and B-DYN were increased by 20% and 13%, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 4. ROM values at adjacent level 

 

 

0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5

FL

EXT

LB

AR

ROM (deg)

ADJACENT LEVEL (L3-L4) ROM

Intact B-DYN BalanC DTO
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3.3. IDP Analysis of Intact and Implanted Spine 

 

The mobility of L5-S level is approximately zero as these segments were fused to each other. IDP at index (L4-

L5) and adjacent level (L3-L4) of the intact spine were addressed and variations were evaluated under pure moment of 

10 Nm without any follower load. As expected, implantation has reduced the IDP at index level due to the descending 

load over it. In addition, dynamic part of HSS prevented excessive IDP at adjacent level. Figure 5 (a) represents the 

pressure distributions at adjacent level and 5 (b) shows the pressures at index level. In order to compare with in vitro 

studies, only nucleus part was handled48-50. The maximum pressure was found as 0.29 MPa in FL, 0.36 MPa in EXT, 0.36 

MPa in LB, and 0.11 MPa in AR at adjacent level (L3-L4) of intact spine and given in Figure 5 (a). Besides, IDP decreased 

under all loading conditions after implantations. B-DYN and BalanC behaved similarly but caused to lower IDP values 

in comparison to DTO. At the index level (L4-L5) of intact case, the predicted IDPs were determined as 0.27 MPa, 0.36 

MPa, 0.39 MPa and 0.12 MPa, respectively. The reduction was evaluated as 56% in FL, 92% in EXT, 85% in LB and 

33% in AR with DTO implant, 59% in FL, 89% in EXT, 92% in LB, 75% in AR with B-DYN implant, 59% in FL, 94% 

in EXT, 79% in LB, 58% in AR with BalanC implant as seen in Figure 5 (b). 

 

  

(a)  (b)  

Figure 5. Comparison of intradiscal pressures of intact and implanted models at (a) adjacent (L3-L4) and (b) index (L4-

L5) levels

 

3.1. Stress Distribution over the Hybrid Systems 

          Maximum Von Mises stresses (VMS) over rods and screws were evaluated seperately on account of different 

material strength values of those parts. Figure 6 (a) shows the graphical representation of VMS values of rods. VMS of 

rods of all HSSs remained under 50 MPa under FL and EXT but reached to larger values under AR that 102.6 MPa, 97.7 

MPa and 150.4 MPa were obtained for DTO, BalanC and B-DYN systems, respectively. Stress distribution of DTO 

screws was found at lowest rates whereas B-DYN had highest VMS over the screws except FL. Maximum VMS of B-

DYN screws was found as 136.3 MPa under AR and it was seen in Figure 6 (b).   

 

0 0,05 0,1 0,15 0,2 0,25 0,3 0,35 0,4
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LB

AR

Pressure, MPa

ADJACENT LEVEL (L3-L4) IDP
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INDEX LEVEL (L4-L5) IDP
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(a)  (b)  

Figure 6. Comparison of maximum VMS of a) rods and (b) screws 
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Figure 7. Maximum VMS distribution on rods of (a) DTO under AR, (b) BalanC under AR, (c) B-DYN under AR and 
screws of (d) DTO under LB, (e) BalanC under LB, (f) B-DYN under AR 

 

DTO rods includes two different materials as Ti rod and PET cord, however, critical area was found as mating 

surface between Ti rod and screw that stress rate was notably high as given in Figure 7 (a). Maximum VMS was evaluted 

over C shape of BalanC that was relatively thinner as represented in Figure 7 (b). Similarly, maximum stresses distributed 

over Ti rods of B-DYN system where the wall thickness is thinner as seen in Figure 7(c). When screws of HSSs were 

handled, B-DYN, having a little more rigidity than others, was also exposed to the highest stress levels. In addition, the 
regions under stresses were close to the posterior elements of spine; consequently, screw heads and Ti rods were affected 

more. This can be attributed to the low load-sharing capability of B-DYN and loading on the posterior elements is higher 

0 25 50 75 100 125 150
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EXT
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than vertebral bodies (Figure 7 (f)). On the contrary, BalanC involves more flexible rods and has more load-sharing 

capability over vertebral bodies. Therefore, stress increased along and towards to the end of the screws as seen in Figure 

7 (e). DTO was similar with BalanC but lower VMS (Figure 7 (d)). To evaluate the risk of fracture (RF) of the implants 
systems, following formula where 𝜎𝑉𝑀𝑆 denotes maximum VMS and 𝜎UTSdenotes ultimate tensile strength was used. 
RF is the ratio between the maximum VMS and the ultimate tensile strength of the implant materials as seen in Eq. 1. 𝑅𝐹 = 𝜎𝑉𝑀𝑆/𝜎UTS ∗ 100 Eq. (1) 

 𝜎UTS was taken as 900 MPa for Ti alloy51 and 105 MPa for PEEK rods52. RF values of rods were calculated as 11% 
for DTO, 93% for BalanC and 17% for B-DYN systems. RF of Ti screws were found as 7% for DTO, 9% for BalanC and 
15% for B-DYN systems. 

 

4. Discussion 

One can say that as the distance to the sacrum increases, a progressive movement of the vertebral bodies is increased 

under bending moments. At the same time, the IVD motion decreases when one goes up in the lumbar spine, from L5 to 

L1. Concerning the literature data, ROM values of intact spine were found to be reasonable. ROMs were occurred in the 

range of experimental study of Schmoelz et al.44 where only L2-L4 segments were tested. Yamamoto’s results43 exhibited 

more flexible behavior than ours in all rotational directions. However, Eberlein et al.53 stated that ROM values under 

flexion moments were appeared to be lower than experimental results. To strenghten the validation process, collected 

data from Dreischarf et al.20 were included for comparison under 7.5 Nm pure moments. Values of current model were 

remained within the range of either other participating FE models or in vitro test values in terms of flexion-extension, 

lateral bending (right+left) and axial rotation (right+left).  

Fusion has been considered as a gold standard of the treatment of spinal diseases53,54, however ASD has occured in 

case of spinal fusion surgery that accelerates the degeneration at superior or inferior discs..55-57 Aunoble et al.1 suggested 

that the HSS can be an alternative to the multilevel interventions, however long term clinical studies and following-up 

are required for supporting the certain assessments3,12,58 and the patient selection is also an important factor for the good 

functional outcomes and desired achievements.59  Lee et al.60 compared DTO and Nflex systems in terms of ROM. The 

patients were suffering from spondylolisthesis and severe disc narrowing. They found out that hybrid surgery could 

maintain the intersegmental motion and delaying adjacent DDD. Clinical outcomes conducted by Baioni et al.61 obtained 

the satisfactory results after 5-year follow-up and found that ASD rate was as low as 10%. Maserati et al.12 investigated 

the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) in case of using DTO for arthrodesis with rigid and stabilized dynamically at adjacent 

level for 24 patients. Their findings were promising in terms of alleviating pain and DDD. In another study, the effects of 

one level and two-level implantation with DTO device was studied. DTO device was found to limit the ROM at one level 

with pedicle screws less rigid than conventional and, when used as in a hybrid construct, it allowed for more stability than 

the intact case but less than rigid fixation.46 Strube et al.36 suggested replacing a DTO system adjacent to a single-level 

fusion, thus adjacent level can be prevented from hypermobility by load-sharing and also limiting ROM of this implanted 

level. Formica et al.62 get good clinical outcomes after two year follow-up forty-one patients implanted BalanC who were 

suffering from one level lumbar degenerative disease and initial disc degeneration at the adjacent level. No misalignment 

of lumbar lordosis or descending of intradiscal height was detected. Herren et al.47 tested BalanC instrumented on five 

human cadaveric lumbar spines (L2 to L5) under 7.5 Nm bending moments and besides, compared with one level rigid 

rod. They revealed that BalanC represented similar behaviors with rigid rod even in dynamic portion but AR was found 

less restricted. They also stated that BalanC did not lead to any notable effects on adjacent segment under FL-EXT and 

AR, while lateral motion increased by 15%. In current study, superior or inferior segment to fusion was instrumented 

with HSSs to limit mobility and also to prevent hypermobility. The magnitude of ROM in all loading directions after 

HSSs implantation was significantly lower in comparison with the intact case. However, reduction was found at least in 

AR of index level that 52%, 81% and 81% of the mobility were preserved for B-DYN, BalanC and DTO, respectively. 

B-DYN system allowed less motion among all the HSSs and BalanC provided the highest mobility in index level. FL of 

adjacent segment L3-L4 represented similar behavior for all HSSs and was rated under intact case. Besides this, negligible 

deviations were detected under EXT and LB after implantations. B-DYN and BalanC caused increment by 13% and 20% 

of AR movement that may cause to the risk of ASD while no significance was detected for DTO. In comparison to the 

similar clinical findings, it seems plausible to say the low risk of ASD in case of DTO implantation.  

L4-L5 and L5-S1 are the most affected segments of the DDD15 and are also the central level under study here. 
Rohlmann et al.48 calculated IDP of L4-L5 level as 0.1 MPa for FL, 0.15 MPa for EXT, 0.1 MPa for LB and 0.08 MPa 
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for AR under 7.5 Nm and 3.75 Nm pure moments. Wilke et al.49 found higher values than Rohlmann’s study48 under the 

same moment. Approximately 0.39 MPa for FL and 0.33 MPa for EXT were obtained where L2-L3 and L4-L5 

segments were included to tests. Heuer et al.50 evaluated the IDP of L4-L5 segment as 0.35 MPa where the highest 
pressure was 0.40 MPa under 10 Nm FL moment. In the same way, 0.16 MPa was found under EXT where the 

maximum value was 0.36 MPa. In our study, IDP was 0.27 MPa for FL, 0.36 MPa for EXT, 0.39 MPa for LB and 0.12 

MPa for AR at L4-L5 level under 10 Nm pure moments. To compare the previous studies, the findings seemed to be 

comply with current study, however, Rohlmann’s results were remained lower than others.  
 

In current study, L4-L5 level performed lower disc pressure due to HSSs implantation for all rotations in common 

with Liu’s study29 in which the Dynesys reduced loading on disc and facets. The reduction was evaluated as 56% in FL, 

92% in EXT, 85% in LB and 33% in AR with DTO implantation, 59% in FL, 89% in EXT, 92% in LB, 75% in AR with 

B-DYN system, 59% in FL, 94% in EXT, 79% in LB, 58% in AR with BalanC. Schmoelz’s study63 confirmed that 

posterior instrumentation both EXT and LB unloads the disc. On the contrary of that, same study showed slight differences 

under FL and AR loading unlike our study. Schmoelz’s outcomes63 revealed negligible deviations in IDP at adjacent 

levels, however, current findings showed IDP was reduced remarkably especially for B-DYN and BalanC under AR that 

the reduction was evaluated as 64% for B-DYN system and 55% for BalanC. B-DYN and BalanC behaved similar way 

and caused to lower IDP values in comparison to DTO. 

Kashkoush et al.59 investigated developed infections, screw breakages and interbody cage migrations over 66 patients 

implanted with the DTO system for the treatment of disc herniation and spinal stenosis. Results indicated that the DTO 

system was reliable and viable technique and there was no higher wound infection or implant failure than conventional 

systems. We found that DTO provides relatively less motion in dynamic portion than BalanC, and did not create any 

significant change in mobility but reduction in IDP at adjacent segment. RF was evaluated as low as 11% for Ti rods and 

7% for Ti screws, i.e., there results are compliant with Kashkoush’s study59. Therefore, the induction of ASD or implant 

failure are still questionable under the current findings. Oikonomidis et al.64 found ASD rate of 15% and detected high 

implant failure (18%) in case of using BalanC. In current study, RF values of BalanC PEEK rods and Ti screws were 
calculated as 93% and 9%, respectively. Rods were found to be prone to breakage that this outcome is in agreement with 
Oikonomidis’s study64. To the author’s best knowledge, number of clinical or numerical studies of B-DYN system is very 
limited, therefore further clinical studies are needed for more accurate agreements. In current stress analysis, RF was 

evaluated as 17% for Ti rods and 15% for Ti screws. 

Excessive (micro-) mobility and high IVD pressures are undesired phenomena very frequently leading to ASD and 

increment in motion at adjacent level under AR is still a critical phenomena for the dynamic implantation systems.  In 

our study, under AR, increments in ROM of B-DYN and BalanC were found as 13% and 20%, respectively.  However, 

reasonable lower values of IDP and negligible increments (except AR) in ROM at adjacent segment were considered as 

acceptable conditions to prevent or delay ASD, at least for HSS implantation at L4-S1 levels. Even axial rotation may be 

an important point to consider, i.e., it is possible to say that the residual mobility was still in the moderate range suggested 

by in vitro studies. In addition, higher tendency to breakage of PEEK rod should also be considered within the product 

development process.   

5. Conclusions 

This study brings a new complete lumbar spine FE model (L1-S1) based on CT data, which is useful for further FE 
lumbar spine studies. The most important findings were generated when different HSSs were implanted to the L4-S1 

levels: it was shown here that L4-L5 level was dynamically stabilized, not losing all of its natural motion. In addition, 

IDP was lower for this level, due to decreasing loads for all rotations. This resulted in not having a substantial IDP 

increment at L3-L4 level after stabilization, as it would be expected by the lighter restrictions imposed on L4-L5 in 

comparison with rigid fixation. L5-S1 level still had no mobility as a consequence of disc removal and fusion process. 

However, the current results showed that some important points in product design should be taken into consideration: i) 

less restriction capability under AR occurred after implantation is an undesired situation that may be lead to ASD later; 

ii) implant failure may come up due to the stress concentration over the rods of implants. Therefore, the FE analysis of 

the HSSs selected for this work showed that such systems could be effective for maintaining some of the natural lumbar 

spine motion, while reducing the probability for accelerating adjacent level degeneration, if the identified design 

limitations are taken into account and translated to the clinical practice. 
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